Alcohol and Drug Use at the U.S.-Mexico Border – Does Cross-Border Mobility make a Difference?

Introduction

People of Mexican origin constitute the largest subgroup of Hispanics in the U.S., comprising over 65% of this group and 11% of the total U.S. population, a figure which is expected to double by 2050 [1]. Mexicans represent 29% of the U.S. immigrant population, with Mexico being the largest contemporary source of immigration. The U.S. side of the border has become home to many of these individuals, as well as a staging area for migration to the interior of the U.S. [2]. This pattern of immigration suggests an extremely high potential for alcohol and drug use patterns and problems in Mexico and at the U.S. border to spread and become generalized outside of the border region, making this region especially significant to public health in the U.S. as a whole.

Among all U.S. Hispanics, 54% live in the four border states, which stretch approximately 2,000 miles (from the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico), and include 25 border counties. The U.S. border region is a highly disadvantaged area, characterized by high rates of poverty with low rates of education and employment, and is economically interdependent with Mexico. The major metropolitan areas on both sides of the border (sister cities) are important points of commerce, population growth, and heightened trans-border movement. Border residents on both sides have typically been able to enter a designated zone with fewer legal restrictions than those which apply to secondary checkpoints further away from the border. This facilitated movement back and forth across the border, allowing individuals to shop, visit, and conduct business or work, as well as to obtain medical services and pharmaceuticals. The enhanced access to pharmaceutical drugs in Mexico (many of which are not available in the U.S.), enabled cheap and easy access to a variety of drugs for recreational purposes. Known as “drug tourism”, this has historically been a major reason for U.S. residents to cross the border to Mexico. The U.S.-Mexico border is unlike other border regions, for example the U.S.-Canadian border, in relation to the large volume of those crossing frequently, the vast majority of whom are residents of the border area (on both its sides) and coming primarily from the municipalities next to the crossing itself.

Substance Use at the Border

Recent media attention directed at elevated drug trafficking and drug-related violence at the border, coupled with increasing policy and legal tension related to heightened security measures at the border, may have affected cross-border fluidity, however. While there is reason to believe that such stressors may also affect substance use patterns and problems at the border, little has been known regarding the impact of these issues on individuals living on either side. Prior research has suggested that Mexican-origin men may be at higher risk for alcohol-related problems than others, and those living along the U.S. border may be at even higher risk, especially among those younger [3], but little epidemiologic evidence has existed to support this. Especially concerning in this regard is the potential vulnerability of younger people to excessive drinking and related problems, due to greater availability of alcohol and at lower cost, and under-enforced legal drinking age in Mexican border cities. Mexican bars cater to these individuals, facilitating heavy drinking by advertising inexpensive alcohol in large quantities. Public drunkenness is also accepted in bars and near border crossings, where the volume of foot and vehicle traffic prohibits citations for public drunkenness, underage drinking, or drinking and driving [4]. Studies of those crossing the border between midnight and 4 a.m. on weekend nights found two-thirds to three-quarters were Mexican-American pedestrians returning from a bar or restaurant, with half reporting the intention to get drunk and a third with a blood alcohol concentrations (BAC) of 0.08 or greater [5]. One study conducted in 2002-03 found that while volume of consumption among Mexican-Americans living at the border was no greater than that for those living off the border, alcohol abuse and dependence were higher, with 23% reporting
binge drinking in the last month and 12% reporting symptoms of alcohol dependence, which had doubled over the previous six years [6]. This same study also found life-time and past-year drug use and problems increased significantly, paralleling the rise in alcohol use and problems during the same time period.

The U.S.-Mexico Study of Alcohol and Related Conditions (UMSARC)

Given this prior research and characteristics of border life, including high mobility of the population on both sides, a study was undertaken to examine whether the border is a risk environment for alcohol and drug problems, and the role of border proximity and variables related to crossing the border (cross-border mobility) on substance use and problems. This study, called the U.S.–Mexico Study of Alcohol and Related Conditions (UMSARC) is one of two recent epidemiological studies (the second conducted by Caetano [3]) of the border region addressing alcohol use, and the only known study to incorporate parallel data collection, simultaneously, on both sides of the border. In the U.S., data were collected on 1565 Mexican-origin respondents, aged 18-65, living in three border “sister cities” located in Texas and 771 respondents living in the non-border city of San Antonio, using area probability sampling techniques with face-to-face household interviews. “Sister Cities” are those which span the border on both sides, facilitating cross-border mobility in both directions. Texas includes almost two-thirds of all U.S. border counties, and the single-state focus limited potential heterogeneity in geographic, cultural and sociopolitical factors in studying border effects on substance use. As expected, the UMSARC study found the prevalence of alcohol use disorders (AUD) was greater among those living at the border, compared to the interior site of the study, at the same average monthly volume of alcohol consumption and the same number of heavy drinking days during the last year [7], with co-occurring hazardous alcohol and drug use also more common among those living at the border compared to the interior [8].

Cross-Border Mobility

Since prior research had suggested that individuals crossing the border to Mexico may be especially vulnerable to substance use and related problems, the UMSARC study hypothesized that frequency of crossing the border, length of stay, and reasons for crossing (especially related to obtaining pharmaceuticals and for nightlife/drinking) would be positively predictive of heavy drinking, AUD, and co-occurring heavy drinking and drug use. While cross-border mobility was predictive of substance use, it was most predictive among those aged 18-29, with reasons for crossing (for pharmaceuticals or for nightlife/drinking) predictive of all three substance use variables [9]. Greater frequency of crossing and longer visits were also predictive of AUD, while greater frequency of crossing was predictive of co-occurrence of heavy drinking and drug use. Among those older, only longer visits and crossing for pharmaceutical reasons were predictive of both heavy drinking and co-occurrence of heavy drinking and drug use.

Surprisingly, the number of those who reported crossing the border in the last year was not as high as expected, with only 40% crossing during this time. However, the majority who did cross, crossed on more than two occasions, but typically stayed less than a day. The number of those crossing for either pharmaceutical reasons or for nightlife/drinking was also much smaller than expected (10%).

Discussion

While “drug tourism” and attending bars or nightclubs have been considered to be major reasons for crossing the border to Mexico, the UMSARC is the first epidemiological study documenting reasons for crossing and related variables, and the proportion of those crossing who crossed for either of these reasons was considerably lower than expected. One explanation for this finding is the fact that only the main reason for crossing the border was obtained, and many of those who reported crossing primarily to visit family and friends (over half of those who reported crossing) may also have obtained pharmaceuticals on these trips, or have gone to bars and nightclubs with their family and friends. Future research in this area should consider all reasons for crossing the border, with associated frequency and length of stay.

The likelihood of crossing the border may also be affected by the length of time an individual has lived on the U.S. side of the border, with more recent immigrants crossing to Mexico on a more regular basis. Nativity and recency of immigration were not examined in this context, however. Certainly different age groups are likely to cross the border for different reasons, and prior research has shown underage individuals are especially likely to cross in order to avail themselves of inexpensive alcohol. While the UMSARC did not include sufficient numbers of those under 21 to examine this, such a supposition may be partially reflected in the findings pertaining to those aged 18-29, among whom crossing for drinking/nightlife was highly predictive of substance use. Although reasons for crossing the border may be more important than frequency of crossing or time spent on a visit in relation to substance use and problems, exposure related to frequency of crossing and time spent in Mexico also appear to be important, especially for those over 30, and is an area deserving more attention in examining the effects of cross-border mobility on substance use and problems.

Reasons for crossing the border to Mexico may have important public health implications spanning both sides. UMSARC findings highlight the importance of “drug tourism” in substance use across the age spectrum, which is highly important for informing intervention and prevention strategies within the border context. Cross-border mobility reasons was the strongest predictor of co-occurring heavy drinking and drug use across all ages in the UMSARC sample, suggesting the importance of substance use treatment aimed not only at alcohol, but at co-morbid alcohol and drug use as well, in this border population. Cheap and easy access to alcohol creates a situation where thousands of young people cross the border to drink, but the sheer number of these individuals prohibits citations for drinking and driving [4].

Implementation of a 2 a.m. bar closing policy in a Mexican border city, replacing a 5 a.m. closing, was followed by a reduction in positive BAC [10], and suggests the efficacy of environmental control strategies in limiting alcohol availability.
Data collected at the U.S. – Mexico border may have important applicability to border contexts in other countries, as well; for example, in adjacent countries in which alcohol/and or drug pricing and availability varies greatly. Data such as the UMSARC can potentially identify key problem areas and risk factors related to alcohol and drug use at the border for informing intervention and prevention strategies within the border context. It is important to note, however, that the UMSARC data were cross-sectional in nature, and do not allow us to determine whether individuals with alcohol and drug problems cross the border to avail themselves of an environment which facilitates their substance use, or whether alcohol and drug use and problems result from this environmental context. Future research is needed to elucidate the manner in which cross-border mobility may explain substance use and problems.

On a final note, the proportion of study respondents reporting crossing the border in the last year was considerably less than expected, suggesting that data from UMSARC may be considered new baseline data documenting the substantial decrease in the number of U.S. border residents traveling to Mexico, due to U.S. governmental policy restrictions limiting the former ease with which U.S. residents could cross the border to Mexico.
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